A Comparison of Sit to Stand Movement between Stroke Subjects and Healthy Subjects
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Abstract: The sit to stand (STS) movement is a vital part of the activities of daily living (ADL). Due to the influence of the decreasing balance ability, patients with stroke would have high risk of falling when conducting this common movement. This essay had explored and compared the difference of the STS movement between patients with stroke and healthy adults from angular displacements of the trunk and lower limbs, muscular activation, postural control, weight bearing distribution and time aspects in kinematics and kinetics views, which aims to provide reference on reducing the risk of falls and improve the motor function for stroke survivors.
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1. Introduction

Sit to stand (STS) is an essential movement of daily life. It is considered as an excessive action of standing posture which is a basic component of activities of daily living (ADL) [1]. ADL focuses on the independence of people with disabilities [2]. Approximately 40% of stroke survivors suffer from decreased balance ability, including weight imbalance, postural instability and a reduction in the limits of stability [3]. These symptoms will increase the potential risk of falling during the STS process and decrease functional independence [4]. The aim of this article is to understand STS characteristics from the kinematics and kinetics aspect to improve motor function and reduce the risk of falls among stroke survivors. A literature review was conducted to compare the differences during STS process aspects between healthy subjects and subjects with stroke. Keywords including ‘stroke’, ‘sit to stand’ and ‘healthy subjects’ were combined with ‘and’. Articles were collected from different electronic databases: PubMed, Web of Science, MEDLINE, and Cochrane Library.

2. Main body

In trunk position aspect, Ohtsuru, Eto, Wada, Saotome and Furuichi [5] found that compared to normal, some stroke patients tend to exhibit a backward tilt in the sagittal plane in the beginning sitting phase of STS. Combined with the author's inference, this tilt was caused by lack of core muscle strength. Furthermore, the total time will increase when standing from this position since patients' bodies must have extra tilt forward, which can put too much load on the knees and ankles and make STS more difficult to finish [6]. Impairments for the generation and transfer of the trunk flexor momentum will also affect STS position [6]. In the frontal plane, post-stroke subjects' trunks would tilt to the less affected side when they stood up from the seat position, while healthy individuals showed a nearly neutral trunk position [7], since for healthy people in spontaneous or symmetrical foot positions, the feet gradually assumed the support of the body weight with the knee and hip in flexion position, the joint moments at the hip and knee reached the maximum, but for stroke patients', decreased knee moment appeared on the paretic side, the paralytic limb cannot undertake the weight, which lead to asymmetry [7, 8]. A study showed that patients' hips were still extending when the knee completed extension at the end of STS [9], which could be attributed to post-stroke patients with hemiplegia usually lacking coordination between hip and knee displacements. Lecours, Nadeau, Gravel and Teixera-Salmela [10] found that stroke survivors' tilt angle...
of the trunk in the frontal plane (12.1°) was six times higher than the healthy person (2°). The authors considered the abnormal condition in the foot affected the absolute trunk translation, trunk flexion, the weight-bearing and moment asymmetry since the hemiplegic foot cannot be supported by the ground reaction, thus create this huge gap. A high number of studies also show the similar displacement, among them Hirschfeld, Thorsteinsdottir and Olsson [7]? found this movement in post-stroke subjects even appeared before the seat-off phrase, the abnormal angular displacement of the trunk and hemiplegic limb are the source to create the angle differences in the STS, which exacerbates trunk instability. When requested to do an anterior trunk flexion in a sitting position, although with similar trunk motion amplitude, stroke patients had less center of pressure displacement than healthy subjects [11], and the explanation is that anterior flexion of the trunk is implemented mainly by flexion of the upper trunk while the pelvis occurred a slight anterior tilt, thus the decreased anterior pelvic tilt appears and affects the movement. However, placing the affected foot behind another foot can effectively narrow the gap of trunk asymmetry with healthy people by 30% to 50% for different muscles [12, 13]. It can be explained as this position can increase the paretic limb loading and joint angles of the dorsal knee and ankle. When in this position, patients’ affected side’s front loading increased for muscles of hip extensors, knee extensors and ankle plantar flexors, accordingly, increasing the knee and ankle joint moment, and eventually increasing the paretic lower limb muscle function [13].

Compared with healthy people, patients’ muscle activity in the chronic phase decreased significantly. The impairment of lower limb muscle including tibialis anterior, soleus and quadriceps, was the main reason [14]. The average start time of muscle activity of post-stroke subjects accounted for 12.5% of the total time for STS movement, nearly twice that of healthy subjects [15]. Combined with the analysis of the authors, the phase which activating tibialis anterior was delayed due to loss of muscle control caused by the stroke, which leads patients to fail to recruit the affected lower limb at the right moment to conduct STS. Unlike healthy people, patients usually activate the soleus muscle prior to seat-off phase, which is a potential result of muscle spasms [16]. Tibialis anterior, soleus muscles and quadriceps were observed with higher EMG activity and early hamstring activation in stroke patients when compared with healthy people, and this phenomenon occurred as compensation of the paretic lower limb and is associated with increased weight bearing on the less affected side [17].

For patients, the movement of the center of mass shifted laterally towards the less affected side by 78% and 50% more in the phases of before seat-off and after seat-off separately than healthy people [16, 19]. According to the author's inference, explanation could be the trunk having a wider range of movement in the mediolateral direction. Duclos, Nadeau and Lecours [18] measured the maximal time before the center of pressure (CoP) reaches the limit of the base of support in the mediolateral plane. The result showed a shorter time for stroke subjects than healthy subjects, indicating stroke subjects have poorer dynamic stability. Authors speculated the result was primarily associated with impaired motor function of the paretic limb, less related to the strength of trunk muscle and degree of spasticity.

Compared with the healthy person separate weight on two legs averagely, stroke patients’ less affected leg need to bear approximately 15% of the extra load during STS, and the distribution of weight bearing (WB) for stroke patients in the foot is also unbalanced in different foot position [7, 19]. A significant number of studies also showed similar results. Among the study, Briere, Lauziere, Gravel and Nadeau [20] analyzed that both WB asymmetry and errors of WB perception appeared in stroke patients during STS. Asymmetry of the knee extensor strength was the main factor of unbalanced distribution for WB. Briere, Nadeau, Lauziere, Gravel and Dehail [21] also attribute the reason for the perception problem to knee muscle strength impairment. However, the same authors improved the previous research method by testing the intraclass correlation coefficient in the subjects [22]. In the study, perception and real distribution’s scores were higher than that of the level of muscle effort for weight bearing, which reveals a more accurate result that stroke survivors decreasing ability to determine the perception of effort spent on the knee is more related to propioceptive sense rather than the motor function of muscles. Compared with the healthy subjects, the distribution of weight bearing in the vertical angle was also observed for stroke survivors [23]. The damaged of perceptions of verticality, the haptic vertical and the postural vertical were reasons. If the right hemisphere of the brain is involved in the injury, the STS movement will also be affected since the injury of nerve function is manifested in the form of injury of motor function [24]. Extensors muscles’ weakness in the affected limb may also interfere with the weight bearing distribution vertically [23].

A high number of studies illustrated that stroke survivors generally take more time than healthy subjects to perform STS, despite the specific values varying depending on the experimental design. Stroke patients’ kinematic changes related to the declining ability to generate and transfer trunk flexor momentum, is one of the major results leading to an extension of the time to complete STS [26]. Lecours,
Nadeau, Gravel and Teixera-Salmela [10] claim that the increased time was nearly equally distributed to trunk flexion before off-seat, and before hip and knee joints reached full extension. However, a similar experiment found the increased time from off-seat to the hip reaching the stable extension in standing position, was most obvious [9]. One explanation may be the average age difference between the stroke patients and healthy subjects in this study (59.78 Vs 59.67) was smaller than that in the above study (49.93 VS 56.1), thus the smaller age gap makes this study more reliable. These changes may be associated with decreased trunk control and muscle activation and it indicated that the later phase is the most likely stage to fall since patients spend the most time adjusting their body balance in an unstable state [6]. Time to reach maximum knee joint moment had a sharp delay than healthy subject since during abrupt transitory knee extension phase [12]. Combined with the authors’ analysis, since the maximum knee joint moment for patients was sharply lower than healthy body, which requests patients spend more time to get balance and reach maximal extension, thus decreasing knee moment on the paretic side appear and create the reduction of time [26]. Cheng, Liaw, Wong, Tang, Lee and Lin [27] found subjects who fell before needing extra time to stabilize swing around the center of mass and took the longest time (4.32 s) to finish STS than healthy people (1.88 s) and stroke patients who never experienced falls (2.73 s), and this finding revealed the increased time during STS could be a significant indicator of the likelihood of falling due to altered activation patterns of important lower limb muscles on the affected side. For healthy people to make full use of the kinetic energy acquired during forwarding movement, the standing movement of seat-off to the end must follow the horizontal movement of beginning to seat-off at the fastest speed, however, stroke patients fail to perform this action coherently [6], since increasing the speed and the stability of STS performance are connected with the increased muscular needs of the trunk for the generation and control of the flexor momentum, and these are the abilities most stroke patients lack, which creates the different [25].

3. Conclusion and implication

This essay compared the differences between stroke individuals and healthy subjects in STS movement from angular displacements of the trunk and lower limbs, muscular activation, postural control, weight bearing distribution and time aspects in kinematics and kinetics views. According to the essay, causes of motor dysfunction are varied but interrelated. The results of this paper also provide implications for clinical application. Stroke individuals can use adaptive policy to compensate for asymmetric deficit patterns related to hemiplegia, which makes the less affected side's compensation of patients more obvious when compared with normal people. Targeted clinical rehabilitation methods could be developed to improve motor function according to these deficiencies to improve performance in daily living for stroke patients. Clinically, training of muscle strength and training for range of joint motion are universally applicable solutions. Besides, auditory or visual feedback and adjustment for foot position were used as compensation for balance as they were the most appropriate compromise for the decrease of muscle activation, safety insurance and being effective during the STS process. Improving the position of the limbs to produce larger vertical force or undertake more bodyweight on the paralyzed limb can also improve motor function. Further study could focus on the design of appropriate treatment approaches and comparison of effectiveness for these methods.
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